MetroloJ: an ImageJ plugin to help monitor microscopes’ health.
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ABSTRACT
Acquiring a good image requires having access to a well characterized, well calibrated imaging system. In this
matter, procedures exist, aimed at measuring relevant parameters which helps testing, following and comparing microscopes performances. In this paper, we focus on four indicators : the estimation of the detector sensitivity , the
evaluation of the field illumination homogeneity, the system resolution, and finally the characterization of its spectral
registration. The built of reference samples and the subsequent image acquisition procedures are discussed. We introduce for the first time the MetroloJ plugin, designed to retrieve the four numerical indicators out of images, and
to generate archivable reports as pdf files, thanks to the iText library. Altogether, the procedures and the MetroloJ
plugin, already tested within the French technological network for multidimensional fluorescence microscopies (RTMFM), provide the user with a mean to keep track of microscopes’ health, and make it a valuable tool in choosing a
microscope setup, based on pre-defined expectations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
MetroloJ was developed in order to keep track of the microscopes’ health, allowing to get an archivable, well
formatted report containing all measurements automatically done. In this matter, it helps retrieve four indicators out
of images generated using standardized procedures. Firstly, the performances of detectors might be compared using the
coefficient of variation which estimates the detection associated noise. Secondly, the field illumination homogeneity is
evaluated from a single image, using intensity profiles along the four axis passing through the image’s center. Thirdly,
the optical resolution might be extracted either from a 3D image of the PSF (Point Spread Function, allows extracting
the x, y and z resolutions) or out of a XZ reflection view (lateral resolution only). Finally, misalignment within the
optical system and/or chromatic aberration is evaluated from 3D multi-labelled beads images.
For each measurement, a plugin has been written, allowing generation of both a pdf file aimed at archiving the system’s
evaluation, and optionally of images and data tables for further processing. The former is generated by using an external
library, iText (http ://itextpdf.com/), which should be installed in order to use the MetroloJ plugin collection. All
plugins’ output are formatted in a similar way :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A visual representation of the original dataset either raw or modified view ;
Microscope infos : summarizes informations about the acquisition system and the image’s calibration ;
Report specific sections ;
Sample infos (optional) : user entered informations under the “Sample infos” section of the plugin interface ;
Comments (optional) : user entered informations under the “Comments” section of the plugin interface.

2. THE METROLOJ PLUGINS COLLECTION
2.1 Generate CV report
Introduction
The coefficient of variation (CV) is an indicator of the sensitivity of a detector. It is calculated by measuring
both the average intensity (µ) and the standard deviation (σ) of the gray levels on an image of a uniformly labeled
fluorescent sample. As a reference sample, one could use either fluorescent plastic slides or preparations made of large
fluorescent bead (see the material and methods section from Zucker 20061 ). The CV corresponds to the ratio σ/µ
which reflects, in a normalized way, the spread of the image’s histogram. CV might be used either to compare several
detectors such as photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) by keeping their specific settings (gain/offset) constant while acquiring
the images, or compare several modes of function of a single detector (ex : sensitivity as a function of the PMT gain
or as a function of the scanning averaging, see Zucker, 20061 ). The lower the CV, the more sensitive the detector will
be.

How does the plugin work ?
The plugin measures the average intensity (µ) and the standard deviation (σ) of the gray levels within a user
defined region of interest (ROI). This procedure is repeated over each slice of the input stack, each one containing an
acquisition made either with a detector or using parameters to test. It calculates the coefficient of variation as follows :
CV = σ/µ. The normalized CV is then calculated as the ratio of the current image’s CV over the minimum retrieved
CV over all images.
2.1.1 What’s on the report ?
The CV report is composed of two pages (see an example of report on fig. 1) based on the user provided informations.
It is composed of up to 6 sections :

Figure 1. Generate CV report : an example of report.

– ROIs used for measures : montage made from the input images, overlaid with the user defined ROIs ;
– Histograms : plot of the gray level distributions within the user defined ROIs ;
– CVs table : contains for each image the µ and σ values, the ROI size (expressed in number of pixels), the raw
and normalized CVs.

2.2 Generate field illumination report
Introduction
As most of the images obtained from a microscope will be used either for topological information display or intensity
quantification, estimating the illumination homogeneity is a process required for image quality assessment and further
corrections. A quantification of this homogeneity might be obtained out of images made from a uniformly labelled
sample such as a fluorescent plastic slide or a highly packed fluorescent beads preparation. Intensity profiles are to
be made in order to estimate loss of intensity encountered at the image’s border, and to evaluate the illumination
centering accuracy relative to the field of view. Besides collecting information on the illumination field characteristics,
it also helps get a diagnostic on problems such as presence of a dirty lens or a misalignment within the optical path
(see Zucker and Price, 19992 for examples).
How does the plugin work ?
The plugin generates a normalized view of the image. Its maximum intensity pixel being set to 100%, an iso-intensity
map is drawn (original idea from Zucker and Price, 19992 ). The coordinates from the maximum intensity pixel, the
image barycenter and the from the 100% region are retrieved. From the input image, the plugin will generate and
analyze four intensity profiles along the horizontal, the vertical axis and both diagonals passing through the image’s
center. Raw and normalized intensities of 8 characteristic pixels, corresponding to the 8 intercepts of those lines are
determined.

Figure 2. Generate field illumination report : an example of report.

What’s on the report ?
The field illumination report is composed of two pages (see an example of report on fig. 2) based on the user
provided informations. It is composed of up to 6 sections :
– Normalized intensity profile : normalized view of the field illumination, in false color, separated into isointensity zones which step width is user defined ;
– Centers’ location : coordinates of 4 points of interest : the image center, the centre of intensity, the center of
maximum intensity and the centre of the 100% zone. It also displays the distances between the 3 later and the
image’s geometrical center ;
– Intensity profiles : a plot of the intensity profiles along the the horizontal, the vertical axis and both diagonals
passing through the image’s center ;
– Profiles’ statistics : contains both raw and normalized intensities of 8 characteristic pixels, corresponding to
the 8 intercepts of the lines along which the intensity profiles are retrieved.

2.3 Generate PSF report
Introduction
The Point Spread Function (PSF) of a system gives a view of the modifications an optical system makes to the
perception one has from a object seen through it. It can be recorded using a fluorescent sample of dimensions chosen
below the expected resolution of the system (ex : preparations of small fluorescent beads). As the obtained pattern will
be diffraction limited, its dimensions gives a measure of the optical resolution of the system. Intensity profiles made
through the maximum intensity pixels of the image in all 3 dimensions might be fitted to a Gaussian (also this is not
the most appropriate estimate of the PSF), its full width at half-maximum being a measure of the actual resolution of
the system. Other analysis might be done on the PSF image, giving more detailed informations on the performances of
the optical system. Those measures being beyond the scope of the paper, the reader might refer to Castaneda (1994)3
or Mahajan (1994)4 for more details.
How does the plugin work ?
The plugin generates a maximum intensity projection of the stack along the z axis. The (x, y) coordinates of the
maximum intensity pixel (MIPix) are then collected. A XZ cross-section is generated from the original stack, along a
line passing through the previously determined 2D MIPix. From this image, the z coordinate of the MIPix is extracted.
The z slice is set to the z MIPix coordinate. The x profile and y profile are collected along the line passing through the

MIPix. The z profile is collected on the XZ view, along the line passing through the MIPix. All three profiles are fitted
to a Gaussian, using ImageJ’s built-in curve fitting function. The resolution (FWHM) is calculated for each profile,
based on the parameters retrieved from the fitting. The theoretical resolutions are calculated as follows, according to
the microscope’s type :
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What’s on the report ?
The PSF report is composed of two to three pages (see an example of report on fig. 3) depending on the user
provided informations. It is composed of up to 8 sections :

Figure 3. Generate PSF report : an example of report.

– Profile view : montage made from the three maximum intensity projections, XY, XZ and YZ ;
– Resolution table : carries both the resolutions determined by fitting and the theoretical ones ;
– x, y, z profiles and fitting parameters : plots of the intensity profile along the x, y and z axis and the
corresponding fitted curves. On the right side of the each graph stand the fitting parameters.

2.4 Generate axial resolution report
Introduction
An alternative way to PSF recording to measure the axial resolution is to use a single reflecting mirror as a sample.
Acquiring an XZ transversal imageallows visualizing interference fringes. Focussing on the widest one and fitting it to
a Gaussian enables extraction of the axial resolution in the form of its FWHM (see Zucker, 20045 ). To the difference
of PSF analysis which measures the resolution on the emission path, the axial resolution is evaluated using only the
excitation light.
How does the plugin work ?
After the user has defined a rectangular ROI, the plugin will generate an average intensity projection of the image
along the y axis. The resulting 1D intensity profile is then fitted to a Gaussian, using ImageJ’s built-in curve fitting
function. The axial resolution (FWHM) is calculated for each profile, based on the parameters retrieved from the
fitting. The theoretical resolutions are calculated as already stated in equations 1 and 2.

What’s on the report ?
The axial resolution report is composed of two pages (see an example of report on fig. 4). It is composed of up to
6 sections :

Figure 4. Generate axial resolution report : an example of report.

– Profile view : input image overlaid by the user defined ROI ;
– Resolution table : carries both the ROI’s position, as well as axial resolutions (experimental and theoretical) ;
– z profile and fitting parameters : plot of the intensity profile along the z axis and the fitted curve. On the
right side of the graph stand the fitting parameters.

2.5 Generate co-alignement report
Introduction
The spectral registration over up to 4 channels is one argument manufacturer use for selling highly priced objectives.
However, in real biological samples, two co-localizing signals might be captured well apart one from the other, generally
as a consequence of misalignment within the optical path or from high refractive index mismatches within the sample.
In any situation, this mis-registration/chromatic aberration should be quantified and images should be corrected, if
possible, prior to further analysis. The sample of choice for such measurements consists of multi-labelled fluorescent
beads, one 3D stack being recorded per channel. The center of mass for each channel might be calculated and the
distances between centers estimated. Alternative methods exists, aiming at quantify the axial spectral registration,
using a mirror slide and a procedure similar to the one described under section 2.4 (see Zucker, 20061 ).
How does the plugin work ?
The plugin will generate two summed intensity projections of the stack along the y and z axes. On each projection,
histogram segmentation is done on the log of intensities, aiming at separating two populations of intensities (background
and signal). Each projection is thresholded to highlight the “signal pixels’ population”. An ellipse is fitted to those
pixels (i.e. to the bead’s outline), and the coordinates of its centre of mass is determined. The full coordinates set is
used to calculate center to center distances between all possible combinations of channels couples. For each couple,
a reference distance rref is calculated , taking into account the disparate resolutions over the three dimensions (see
Cordelières and Bolte, 20086 for more details).
What’s on the report ?
The co-alignement report is composed of two to three pages (see an example of report on fig. 5) depending on the
user provided informations. It is composed of up to 7 sections :
– Profile view : montage composed of three maximum intensity projections, XY, XZ and YZ ;
– Pixel shift table : considering as a reference the channel stated at the beginning of each row, each column
shows how much pixels separate one channel from the reference one along x, y and z axis. This information might
be useful to compensate for chromatic aberration using image processing softwares. On each row, resolutions
and centre’s coordinates are given for the reference channel ;
– Distance table (uncalibrated) : contains distances calculated between two channels, while not taking into
account the images’ calibration ;
– Distance table (calibrated) : contains distances calculated between two channels, taking into account the
images’ calibration. The distance displayed between bracket is the reference distance (see 2.5).

Figure 5. Generate co-alignement report : an example of report.

3. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Altogether, the MetroloJ plugins collections allows quantifying four fundamental parameters evaluating the microscope’s health : detector sensitivity, field illumination homogeneity, lateral and axial resolutions as well as 3D spectral
registration. The output of the plugins, in the form of pdf files as well as spreadsheets, allow both archiving and further
analysis of the results. Keeping track of the 4 parameters, one can easily foresee troubles arising on optical system
and take action in order to correct them. The plugins collection might also be used in order to test a system prior to
purchase. By the easiness of obtaining relevant images and the simplicity of use of the software package, one could
confront the expected performances of a microscope to its actual specifications.
In the near future, we plan to link the MetroloJ package to a database in order to ease the archiving process. We
also expect to collect enough data from the Imaging Facilities registered within the French technological network for
multidimensional fluorescence microscopies (RT-MFM), in order to build a dynamic benchmarking system.
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